Treating its clients with a wonderful holiday offer for India, Southall Travel has rolled out
an attractive deal for luxury holidays in Delhi and Mumbai. In the middle of a peak
season, the leading tour and travel operator of the UK is offering exclusive and
affordable packages for five-star stays in India’s top two holiday hubs.
Southall Travel is the unrivalled specialist for India holidays, and digging deep in the
pockets of its business connections, the travel agency has come up with very attractive
deals for the plush Royal Plaza in Delhi and JW Marriott Hotel in Mumbai. For Royal
Plaza, Southall Travel has a luxury offer that includes a 3 night stay at a special price of
just £615. This offer is available only from the middle of January to the end of March. For
longer stays at the property, similar exclusive luxury offers are available.
New Delhi’s Royal Plaza has more than 400 Luxury Guest Rooms and Suites that
ensure warm and exceptional service to the guests. Multiple dining options add to the
property’s fascinating buffet of delights.
For Mumbai, Southall Travel has partnered with JW Marriott Hotel to treat guests with
affordable luxury. Tourists can enjoy a lavish stay of 3 nights at the world-renowned
property at a special rate of just £669. For 5 and 7 night stays at JW Marriott, the offer is
available at £839 and £1005, respectively. The offer is for limited period only.
JW Marriott Hotel offers wonderfully appointed accommodation units that are fitted with
all possible amenities. With its rooms offering breathtaking views of the Arabian Sea,
Marriott Hotel ensures that a stay here is cherished for a lifetime.
The special offers include return flights and stays at the lush venues.
The offers are subject to availability and additional details and terms and conditions for
these special holiday packages are available at Southall Travel’s website,
www.southalltravel.co.uk
Note to the Editors
Southall Travel is a well-known tours and travel operator based in the United Kingdom.
The travel agency is renowned for offering an entire gamut of travel solutions and that
too at prices that are considered cheapest in the industry. Southall Travel caters to
leisure and business market sectors, and deals in flights tickets, hotels bookings, allinclusive packages, round the world flights, travel insurance, etc. An ABTA member and
an IATA accredited travel company, Southall Travel adds to its financial credibility by
holding an ATOL license. The website www.southalltravel.co.uk is a fine example of
agency’s technological expertise which it uses to serve its valued clients. The website is
highly user-friendly, easy to navigate and has a simple yet attractive layout with an
inventory of lucrative deals and abundance of travel info and latest news. 'VeriSign

secured' and 'securitymetrics' certified website appeals to one and all who logon for
booking cheap flight tickets and other travel deals.
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